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Type of Company:
Specialty:

Business and Wholesale Connectivity Services Provider
Carrier Ethernet, Hybrid Cloud, Data Center Access
(DCA) Connectivity
Accedian Solutions: SkyLIGHT™ Performance Assurance Platform,
Network Performance Elements (NIDs) and
Virtualized GbE ant Modules

WOW! Business Leverages Accedian Solution to Integrate Business
Services Over DOCSIS With SLA-Grade Commercial Carrier Ethernet
Portfolio
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A Regional Powerhouse
WOW! Business serves about 38,000 commercial (business and wholesale) customers in the
Midwest and Eastern U.S., with Carrier Ethernet and IP business services, hybrid-cloud
connectivity and high-speed internet, voice and video. The provider realized a remarkable 983%
revenue increase from 2012-2015, and continues its upward climb by uniquely offering
managed business services that can span all enterprise sites—from head offices and data
centers to regional and branch offices—with a single, integrated platform.

WOW! Business Metro Fiber Assets and Network Routing Map
Source: WOW! for Business

At its inception in 20121, WOW! Business mostly focused on serving the small and medium
business (SMB) internet, voice and video market, where it continues to have customers in every
kind of vertical—including financial services firms, doctor offices, clinics, banks and pizza
shops.
More recently, WOW! Business is going beyond traditional best-effort service delivery to SMBs
by introducing assured services comparable to what large enterprises expect. This includes
business services over both fiber and cable networks (or Business Services over DOCSIS,
BSoD). These high-value Carrier Thernet connectivity solutions are backed by assured service
level agreements (SLAs), bringing new options to enterprises of all sizes seeking competitive
access and interconnect services.

The BSoD Opportunity and Challenge
Quality of service (QoS) is the cornerstone of the WOW!
Business brand. To move beyond the industry standard
of serving SMBs with ‘best effort’ internet-based services,
the provider realized it needed an operationally and cost
efficient way to offer assured QoS and service level
agreements (SLAs) for its BSoD services.
With a mission to offer business services delivered over
its cable plant with the same guaranteed uptime,
bandwidth availability, rapid mean time to repair (MTTR)
and assured QoS metrics as fibered connections, WoW!
Business needed an automated performance assurance
and SLA reporting strategy that would provide the full
feature set, precision and scalability required for large
enterprise connectivity, while still meeting the costcompetitive business case the SMB market presents.
Three main factors contribute to making SLA-backed BSoD challenging:
•1

DOCSIS 3.x cable modems do not offer integrated performance monitoring, service turnup testing, demarcation, and other features required for efficient business services
delivery.

•2

The BSoD market is cost sensitive, eliminating the option to use network interface devices
(NIDs) that typically terminate and assure fibered enterprise connections.

•3

Many enterprises require guaranteed connectivity between large, corporate headquarters
and smaller branch offices. The ability to seamlessly report against SLAs covering both
small and larger sites require an integrated platform that assures both BSoD and fiberconnected services.
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In order to safeguard QoS and quality of experience (QoE) for its commercial connectivity
services, WOW! Business turned to Accedian for an end-to-end performance assurance
solution.

Solution
WOW!’s SLA-assured services are now delivered using a single, integrated monitoring and
performance reporting platform from Accedian. Complementing and supplementing the
capabilities of cable modems, Accedian virtualized customer premises equipment (vCPE)
modules ensure carrier-grade, highly reliable Ethernet connectivity for customers connected via
WOW! Business’ extensive hybrid-fiber-coax (HFC) plant over DOCSIS, making them a natural
complement to services delivered to large enterprise sites via WOW!’s extensive fiber footprint.

1

As the commercial services arm of a cable multi-service operator (MSO) founded in 1996.

Accedian’s innovative vCPE product line employs network
functions virtualization (NFV) to deliver full NID functionality
using low cost, standards-based vCPE modules, ensuring
WOW! Business obtains the granular visibility, control, and
reporting capabilities required to fit the individual business
needs of each commercial customer. Where large sites with
multiple tenants and rates to 10 GbE are served by Accedian
NIDs, smaller sites can be effectively connected and
monitored using these virtualized performance modules,
without compromise.
The Accedian solution seamlessly integrates and scales into
existing network operations, providing WOW! Business with
full lifecycle performance assurance to ensure the highest
possible reliability and performance from the day-of-install
onward. This allows WOW! Business to offer exceptional
service to all customer sites—spanning the smallest branch
offices to fortune 500 offices. All steps of assuring a
commercial service are automated and centralized from a
single platform:
•1

Automated provisioning enabling end-customer self-install

•2 Remotely activated turn-up testing to ensure performance objectives are met, day one
•3 Continuous, per-second performance monitoring and portal-based SLA reporting
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•4 Proactive fault detection and isolation for fastest-possible MTTR
With the Accedian solution complementing their existing cable plant, WOW! Business is now
able to offer assured data rates for DOCSIS services as high as 300 Mbps, and enterprisegrade SLAs to back their performance.
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Next Steps
Continuing its quest to expand its competitive offerings across the U.S., WOW! Business is
leveraging Accedian solution capabilities to continue expanding into new markets and deepen
its commitment to existing verticals. Its roadmap includes:
•

Bring to market a Carrier Ethernet-over-DOCSIS service as an alternative to T1, primarily
as a wholesale last-mile access solution. Currently in Beta with three carrier customers,
WOW! Business expects to launch this in early 2016. There is significant market potential
waiting for WOW!, with around 45,0000 on-net buildings within 100 feet of its fiber-based
network.

•

Embracing the Internet of Things by investing time, energy, and money into IoT products
that will matter to business customers. It’s projected that the IoT market will soon be worth
$7 trillion. Accedian performance monitoring is already extensively used by large mobile
operators to monitor IoT services, and will naturally support WOW!’s initiatives into this
space.

•

Adding even higher tiers of QoS for BSoD services, with the goal of delivering 99.99%
uptime over DOCSIS. Accedian’s ability to monitor multiple classes of service, enforce
QoS, and establish Carrier Ethernet certified services make the platform a cornerstone of
WOW!’s strategy.

•

Make available to customers a portal that allows them to see performance metrics like
latency, packet loss, jitter, utilization, mean time to respond, mean time to repair, and
availability. Accedian’s platforms already provide the real-time feed of metrics on a percustomer, per-service basis required for portal development and roll-out.
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